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a b s t r a c t

Introduction: An ever-increasing number of commercially available dressings have been

applied to treat superficial burns with the aim to reduce pain and inflammation and lead to a

fast wound healing and scar reduction. Nevertheless the search for cheap and effective

wound dressing proceeds. Dressilk
1

consisting of silkworm silk showed good results for

wound healing in regards to scarring, biocompatibility and reduction of inflammation and

pain. Therefore it seemed to be an interesting product for the treatment of superficial burns.

Methods: In a prospective intra-individual study the healing of superficial burns was

evaluated after the treatment with Dressilk
1

and Biobrane
1

in 30 patients with burns of the

hand and face. During wound healing pain, active bleeding, exudation, dressing change and

inflammation were evaluated using the Verbal Rating Scale 1–10. Three months later scar

appearance was assessed by VSS (Vancouver Scar Scale) and POSAS (Patient and Observer

Scar Scale).

Results: With regard to re-epithelialization, pain, inflammation and acute bleeding both

dressings were equivalent. High subjective satisfaction rates were reported for both

Dressilk
1

and Biobrane
1

dressings in regard to comfort and mobility of the face. Biobrane
1

,

applied as a glove was subjectively preferred for burns of the hand. Regarding their cost

efficiency Dressilk
1

was clearly superior to Biobrane
1

. Long-term results were similar.

Conclusion: The “ideal” wound dressing maximizes patients’ comfort while reducing pain and

promoting wound healing. Dressilk
1

and Biobrane
1

both provided an effective and safe

healing environment, showing low overall complication rates with respect to infection and

exudation on superficial burns of the hand and face.

Therefore Dressilk
1

, being clearly superior to Biobrane
1

in cost efficiency is an interesting

alternative especially for the treatment of superficial burns of faces.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd and ISBI. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An increasing number of commercially available skin sub-
stitutes and biosynthetic dressings can be found for the
treatment of superficial burns, which are supposed to support
and accelerate wound healing as well as to reduce scarring and
optimize the functional outcome [1]. Furthermore patients’
comfort including pain reduction, reduced dressing changes
and fluid loss are desired [2–7]. Additionally economic aspects
are of high priority. Therefore the search for cheap and
effective wound dressing proceeds.

In recent years Biobrane
1

(Smith & Nephew, United
Kingdom) has become an often applied skin substitute for
superficial and partial thickness wounds as it promotes
epithelialization and thus leads to a faster wound healing.
Biobrane

1

is a transparent, temporary biosynthetic wound
dressing consisting of a nylon mesh, covered with porcine type
I collagen which facilitates the re-epithelization of wounds [8–
10]. The handling of Biobrane

1

is uncomplicated, after wound
debridement it is applied and does not require additional
dressing changes. Instead it detaches spontaneously during
re-epithelialization of the wound [1,8,11].

Since thousands of years silk spun by the silkworm has been
used to produce textiles. In the last years silks have been in the
focus of research due to their extraordinary mechanical and
biochemical properties [12]. Silkworm silk consisting of the
protein fibroin showed good results for wound healing in
regards to scarring, biocompatibility and reduction of inflam-
mation and pain. Once applied on the wound bed, the silk
adheres, becomes dry and peels off by itself when the re-
epithelialization of the wound is completed [11]. Biocompati-
bility of silk was evaluated in many studies and it could be
shown, that it is not toxic and does not lead to skin irritation
and sensitization [12–15]. Additionally we have evaluated the
healing of skin graft donor sites after treatment with Dressilk

1

(PREVOR, France) which consists of silkworm silk compared to
Biobrane

1

and Polymem
1

in a former study [11]. Hereby the
handling of Dressilk

1

was similar to Biobrane
1

. Furthermore

wound healing, exudation and pain were similar to Biobrane
[11]. Therefore Dressilk

1

(Fig. 1) made out of silkworm silk
seemed to be an interesting product for the treatment of
superficial burns.

2. Material and methods

The present study evaluated the wound healing of superficial
burn wounds on the hand and face after treatment with
Biobrane

1

and Dressilk
1

. Previously it had been reviewed and
approved by the Ethical Review Committee of the University of
Witten Herdecke, Germany (protocol number 35/2015) accord-
ing to the declaration of Helsinki. Complete informed consent
was obtained from all patients. A total number of 30 patients
with partial thickness burns of the hand or face were treated
with Biobrane

1

and Dressilk
1

in an intra-individual study
design (Tables 1 and 2). Burn depth was clinically assessed by
admission through a senior burn specialist using standard
clinical characteristics (skin color, capillary refill, skin pliabili-
ty, sensation, presence of blisters and the presence of
thrombosed vessels). After inclusion in the study, the burned
wound was debrided and cleaned according to our (standard of
care) SOC. Then half of the burned area received an application
of Biobrane

1

, while the other half was treated with Dressilk
1

.
All wounds were assessed and treated following SOC of the
Cologne-Merheim Burn Center in further course (Fig. 2).

2.1. Patients

After admission, each patient with partial thickness burns of
the hand or face requiring debridement and fulfilling the
inclusion criteria was offered a participation in the study with
dressing simultaneous application of Biobrane

1

and Dressilk
1

.
Inclusion criteria were as follows: (a) participants of both
genders must be at least 18 years old and in a good physical
condition (b) a superficial partial thickness burn of the hand or
face caused by fire/flame or contact must exist (c) the burn
wound requires debridement and would usually receive a
dressing after debridement, (d) the patient’s consent for
treatment with Biobrane

1

and Dressilk
1

simultaneously and
participation in the follow-up examinations has been received
(e) the wound area is �0,5% total burned surface area (TBSA).
Exclusion criteria were listed as (a) lack of consent and
compliance to participate in the study and the required follow-
up examinations, (b) pregnancy or nursing, (c) history of
allergy and/or known sensitivity to porcine collagen or silk, (d)
skin injuries caused by a long term therapy with cortisone, (e)
dysfunction of blood clotting, (f) patients with electrical or
chemical burns, (g) pre-enrolment dressings with Flamma-
cerium or silver nitrate. During the period between April 2015
and November 2015 30 patients met the criteria and were
enrolled (Table 1).

2.2. Wound evaluation

Additionally wound healing was evaluated on days 2, 4, 8, 12,
16, 24, 48 and after 3 months and documented by the principal
investigator during the study in a standardized case report
form in regards to (1) pain, (2) exudation, (3) inflammation, (4)Fig. 1 – Dressilk

1

before application.
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dressing change, (5) time to complete wound closure in days
and (6) complications. Results were expressed using the Verbal
Rating Scale 1–10 (VRS) (1=no event, 10=maximum expression
of event). Additionally all wounds were documented by
standardized digital photography imaging. Evaluation of
active bleeding, exuding and inflammation of the wound
was done during wound inspection. At the beginning gauze
was applied above the dressings. As soon as exudation
declined, we did not apply anything on top of the dressings.
In case of any sign of inflammation, the dressings were
completely removed and the wound was cleaned with
Prontosan

1

solution and conventional treatment conducted.
After hospital discharge regular consultations followed,

until final wounds closure (defined as closure of more than 95%
of the total wound area) was confirmed.

2.3. Scar evaluation

A follow up examination was performed three months after
treatment. All study areas were documented by standardized
digital photographic imaging and the scars assessed with the
Vancouver Scar Scale (VSS) and the Patient and Observer Scar
Assessment Scale (POSAS

1

). The traditional VSS is a validated
subjective scale for scar assessment [16–19]. Additionally the
POSAS was used, which is one of the only scar assessment
tools that includes a scar evaluation of patients and physi-
cians. Due to this the POSAS is proven to be feasible, effective,
reliable, and valid in many studies [20]. Therefore it is currently
considered to be one of the most suitable scar assessment
scales [19–23]. During the follow up examination after three
months at first two observers filled out the observer part of the
POSAS and VSS individually. Afterwards the patients com-
pleted their part of the POSAS. In order to prevent inter-
observer errors the same two investigators assessed all scars
during the whole study.

2.4. Statistical analysis

We used Microsoft Excel (2013, Microsoft, USA) to manage data
and design the charts. Prior analysis data were checked for

completeness and accuracy checks were conducted. Final
analysis was performed with SPSS (IBM, USA) Version 21. The
data was collected prospectively. The alpha mistake was set to
0.05 with a power of 80%. Thus a difference of 1.5 standard
derivations can be calculated statistically with 20 patients. Due
to this and to allow dropouts without compromising statistics
altogether 30 patients were included in the study. Statistical
significance was accepted at p-values<0.05. The Friedman
and Wilcoxon test were performed to identify statistical
significant differences between the subgroups.

3. Results

Altogether 30 patients were included in the study. All patients
completed the trial and took part at the follow up examination
after 3 months. Therefore we assessed no dropouts and data
was found to be complete for all enrolled patients. All patients
were males; no females were included in the study. Their age
ranged from 19 to 52 with a mean of 37.2 years. All patients
were treated after superficial burns of the face and hands.
Thereof 15 patients had a burn of the face and 15 patients a
burn of the hand (Table 1).

Within the study period of 48days all wounds were healed
(Table 2). We could not record complicated or prolonged
healing for any patient or dressing type. In all cases we
detected full re-epitheliazation and a stable scar.

Costs for Biobrane
1

were approximately ten times higher
than for Dressilk

1

in our clinic.

3.1. Pain, acute bleeding, exudation, inflammation and
adverse events

Concerning the pain levels no significant differences could be
found for both used dressings during the first 16days of
treatment. The highest pain level was day 1 (VRS: Biobrane

1

2.87�1.41 Dressilk
1

3.3�1.8 of 10, p=0.157) followed by day 2
(VRS: Biobrane

1

2�1.1, Dressilk
1

2.57�1.94 of 10, p=0.102).
During the course of the wound healing pain declined in all
cases regardless of the used dressing with the least amount of
pain at postoperative day 16 (VRS: Biobrane

1

1, Dressilk
1

1 of
10, p=1). Hereby a slightly higher pain level was detected for
Dressilk

1

(Table 3) though the only statistical difference could
be found on day 4 (p=0.048).

Furthermore a difference in pain level could be found in
depending on the injured body region. Pain levels of the face
were lower than on the hand, regardless of the applied
dressing with a VRS on day 1 with 2.9 (Biobrane

1

) and 3.9
(Dressilk

1

) p=0.157 for the hand and 2.8 (Biobrane
1

and
Dressilk

1

) p=1 for the face. Hereby the pain levels for the face
showed no difference in regards to the applied dressing. Pain
levels of the hand were slightly higher (Table 3) but not
significant after application of Dessilk

1

compared to Bio-
brane

1

(day 1: p=0.157; day 2: p=0.102; day 4: p=0.066; day 8:
p=0.269; day 12: p=0.276; day 16: p=1; day 24; p=1).

Acute bleeding was not detected in any patients in the first
16days during wound healing concerning the areas treated
with Biobrane

1

and Dressilk
1

.
Dressilk

1

was slightly superior to Biobrane
1

in wound
exudation. The maximum level of exuding could be found at

Table 1 – Patient enrollment, treatment and follow-up
examination.
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postoperative day 1 for both dressings (VRS: Dressilk
1

and
Biobrane

1

3.1 of 10, p=1). In the following days we noticed a
rapid decrease of exudation rates for both dressings. On day 4
most of the wounds were left open and exudation could only
be detected in a few cases (VRS: Biobrane

1

1.5, Dressilk
1

1.3
of 10, p=0.059). Significant differences between the two

dressings could not be detected (day 1: p=1; day 2: p=0.655;
day 4: p=0.059; day 8: p=0.257; day 12: p=1; day 16: p=1;
day 24: p=1).

Regarding the aspect of inflammation rates signs of
infection (i.e., swelling and redness) were not recorded in
any of the 30 patients.

Fig. 2 – Patient with a burn in the face treated with Biobrane
1

and Dressilk
1

(photos taken on the day of injury, during the healing
and after 1 month).
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Table 2 –Overview of the treated patients, their age, gender, location of injury, total burned body surface area, time until 95%wound closure in days, time until removal of
Biobrane

1

and Dressilk
1

and information regarding nicotine consummation.

Patient
number

Age in
years

Gender Treated
body
region

Burned surface
area hand/face
in %

Total burned surface
area in % of the total
body surface

Smoker Complications Days until
removment
of silk

Days until
removement
of Biobrane

Days until
wound closure
of >95%

1 31 m Face 2,00 31,00 Yes No 13 13 17
2 45 m Face 2,00 12,00 Yes No 10 10 10
3 36 m Face 1,00 1,00 Yes No 8 8 8
4 19 m Face 1,00 8,50 No No 8 8 8
5 46 m Face 2,00 12,50 No No 7 7 7
6 39 m Face 2,00 6,50 No No 13 13 13
7 35 m Face 1,50 4,50 Yes No 7 7 7
8 30 m Face 2,00 3,00 No No 11 11 11
9 37 m Face 1,00 4,75 Yes No 14 14 14
10 48 m Face 1,50 4,50 No No 7 8 7
11 44 m Face 1,50 24,25 No No 8 8 8
12 44 m Face 1 16 No No 5 6 8
13 33 m Face 2,00 29,50 No No 9 9 12
14 35 m Face 2,00 14,00 No No 12 12 16
15 52 m Face 1,50 44,5 Yes No 7 7 7
16 39 m Hand 1 6,50 No No 18 18 24
17 41 m Hand 0.5 0,50 No No 4 19 19
18 48 m Hand 0.5 8,50 Yes No 17 17 19
19 35 m Hand 0.5 22,00 Yes No 12 12 15
20 46 m Hand 0.5 12,50 No No 13 13 13
21 35 m Hand 0.5 4,50 Yes No 10 10 11
22 37 m Hand 0.5 4,75 Yes No 14 12 14
23 24 m Hand 0.8 1,10 Yes No 13 13 19
24 23 m Hand 0.5 0,50 No No 17 17 19
25 33 m Hand 1 29,50 No No 12 12 15
26 24 m Hand 0.5 4,00 No No 12 12 12
27 35 m Hand 2,00 14,00 No No 12 17 22
28 45 m Hand 1,00 12 Yes No 18 18 18
29 32 m Hand 0.5 0,50 No No 18 18 18
30 45 m Hand 1,00 12 Yes No 18,00 18,00 18

Mean 1,50 11,65 12 12 14
SD 0,458831468 10,89284287 4,065696134 4,014485266 4,937424523
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3.2. Results of subjective scar evaluation

3.2.1. VSS and POSAS
The results of the VSS referring to the face presented no
significant difference between the areas treated with the
different dressings and the untreated areas. The POSAS Patient

Scale did not show any statistical differences either. Solely the
POSAS Observer Scale showed statistical differences in scar
evaluation of the face. Here differences between the treated
and non-treated areas could be found regarding pigmentation
(Biobrane

1

-intact skin p=0.016 and Dressilk
1

-intact skin
p=0.016). Results are shown in detail in Table 4.

Table 3 – Mean values of the VRS during the wound healing from day 1 to 24 regarding “pain of the face, “pain of the hand”,
“infection” and “exudation” comparing the nylon mesh with silk.
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In contrast to this, the VSS referring to the hand presented
significant differences of the treated areas compared to the
untreated areas regarding pigmentation (Biobrane

1

-intact
skin p=0.002 and Dressilk

1

-intact skin p=0.001) and vascular-
ity (Biobrane

1

-intact skin p=0.038 and Dressilk
1

-intact skin
p=0.041). No significant difference could be found between the
applied dressings. In congruence with this, significant differ-
ences in scar appearance of the hand could also be found in the
POSAS observer and POSAS patient scale. Results are shown in
detail in Table 4.

4. Discussion

A fast and unproblematic healing of superficial burns
especially for burns on exposed areas like the hand and face
is desired and a reduced scarring is important. Especially the
facial appearance is often associated with a persons’ attrac-
tiveness [24,25] and plays an important role in the daily social
life.

For a direct comparison between the two evaluated
dressings regarding the time to wound closure or pain
sensation an intra-individual study seemed most fitting.

Furthermore this way differences between individuals like
pre-existing illnesses, age, smoking, and individual differ-
ences in wound healing or pain sensibility could be
eliminated. It is known, that burns in need for frequent
dressing changes were found to be extremely painful and
distressing for patients and thus require a good pain
management [26–28]. Since both dressings remained on the
wound after application, painful dressing changes could be
prevented. Regardless of this, superficial burns are often
painful. Though in this study no difference could be found
between the applied dressings regarding dressing changes.
Interestingly it has often been shown in literature, that
Biobrane

1

leads to a pain reduction of the burn wound [10,29–
31]. In congruence with this burns of the hand treated with
Dressilk

1

showed slightly higher pain levels than hand burns
treated with Biobrane, though the results were not signifi-
cantly different. Furthermore patients described a feeling of
stiffness especially on the hand as Dressilk

1

dried and
became stiff through the absorbed wound fluid (Fig. 3).
Overall pain levels dropped quickly and mobilization could
be begun. Pain reduction and a fast mobilization are
especially important for burns of the hand and help to
preserve function and prevent impairments [32].

Table 4 – Results of the VSS after 3 months comparing the nylon mesh with silk.

Face Hand

Overall Biobrane/
Dressilk

Biobrane/
untreated
skin

Dressilk/
untreated
skin

Overall Biobrane/
Dressilk

Biobrane/
untreated
skin

Dressilk/
untreated
skin

VSS
Pigmentation 0,223 – – – <0.001 0,317 0,002 0,001
Vascularity 0,368 – – – 0,009 0,317 0,038 0,041
Pliability 1,000 – – – 0,018 1,000 0,066 0,06
Height 1,000 – – – 0,05 1,000 0,102 0,102

POSAS Patient Scale
Pain 1,000 – – – 0,18 1,000 0,066 0,066
Itching 0,135 – – – <0.001 1,000 0,011 0,011
Scar 0,050 1.000 0,102 0,102 <0.001 0,317 0,001 0,001
Stiffness 1,000 – – – 0,061 – – –

Thickness 1,000 – – – 0,005 1,000 0,109 0,109
Irregularity 0,135 – – – 0,005 0,317 0,017 0,028
Overall 0,050 1.000 0,102 0,102 <0.001 0,157 0,001 0,001

POSAS Observer Scale
Vascularity_Parameter 0,050 1,000 0,083 0,083 0,05 0,317 0,007 0,007
Vascularity_Category 0,018 1,000 0,059 0,059 0,018 1,000 0,004 0,004
Pigmentation_Parameter 0,002 1,000 0,02 0,02 0,002 1,000 0,001 0,001
Pigmentation_Category 0,001 1,000 0,016 0,016 0,001 1,000 0,001 0,001
Thickness_Parameter 1,000 – – – 1 – – –

Thickness_Category 1,000 – – – 1 – – –

Relief_Parameter 0,368 – – – 0,368 – – –

Relief_Category 0,368 – – – 0,368 – – –

Pliability_Parameter 1,000 – – – 1 – – –

Pliability_Category 1,000 – – – 1 – – –

Surface_Area_Parameter 1,000 – – – 1 – – –

Surface_Area_Category 0,368 – – – 0,368 – – –

Overall_Opinion_Parameter 0,018 0,018 – – –

Pairwise comparison between Dressilk, Biobrane and untreated skin. Overall p value based on Friedman’s test for three groups, pairwise
comparison based on Wilcoxon rank sum test for paired data (statistical significant data marked).
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4.1. Infection

Furthermore studies have showed, that it may come to small
fluid accumulations underneath the nylon mesh that have to
be punctured in order to expose the fluid and avoid infection
during wound healing [10,33]. They lead to a small number of
mild infections in areas treated with Biobrane

1

[8–11,34–37].
These small fluid accumulations underneath the nylon mesh
leading to small local infections could also be detected
during our study, although the mesh was punctured and
wound fluid was able to drain. Interestingly during our study
no infection could be detected in areas treated with Dressilk

1

since wounds dried quickly. Besides the small fluid accu-
mulations underneath the nylon mesh in a few cases, no
further infection could be detected. Different studies had
showed that wound infection was reduced through the
application of silk [12,13,15,16,38,39]. This phenomenon is
also underlined by our data where none of the superficial
burn wounds treated with Dressilk

1

showed an infection.
Silk fibers have been an often-used material in biomedical
applications, particularly as sutures. During decades of use,
silk fibers have additionally proven to be effective in many
clinical applications [40–42]. In recent years silkworm silk like
in Dressilk

1

, has become an interesting material for the
manufacturing of skin replacement and wound healing
products [14,43].

4.2. Scar assessment

Patients’ satisfaction regarding the esthetic outcome was of
high priority. Scarring in visible body regions like the face and
hands is normally especially important for the patient [44].
Therefore a subjective scar evaluation was performed after
three months with the focus on patient’s satisfaction with the
VSS and the POSAS.

Interestingly we found reports describing scarring after the
application of Biobrane [45,46]. In one case Hassan and Shah
described in 2005 a punctuate scarring in a three-year-old after
use of Biobrane

1

for the treatment of a bathtub scald. They
described, that immediately after Biobrane

1

removal 10days
after burn, the punctuate scarring was visible. Furthermore the
authors described, that the original perforation patterns of

Biobrane
1

lead to the scarring. In a follow up examination after
10 months the scarring had become soft and pale, but was still
present [46]. They concluded, that producing Biobrane

1

without perforations might prevent similar events [46]. A
further case of scarring after the application of Biobrane

1

was
reported by Ahmadi and Williams in 2007 [45]. They
described, that a 18year old man had been treated with
Biobrane

1

after burns through contacts with a barbeque fire.
After cleaning of the wound, Biobrane

1

was applied and cut
back over a period of 14 days. After removal the perforation
structure seen by Hassan and Shah became visible too. As in
the first case, scarring became paler, but in a follow up
examination after 2 years they were still apparent [45].
Therefore clinicians must be aware of those seldom, but
when visible quite disturbing scars especially while applying
Biobrane

1

on the face or the hands. Despite these reports we
found no visible punctual scarring after Biobrane

1

applica-
tion. Instead we found a slight difference in appearance of
the burned areas of the hands compared to the intact skin.
Nevertheless no statistical difference could be found be-
tween Biobrane

1

and Dressilk
1

. Reports regarding the
scarring after application of silk on burn wounds could not
be found. Though silk has not been applied on burns as often
as Biobrane

1

has and therefore experiences are sparse
[38,47]. Due to this it is possible, that adverse events like
allergies or scarring might appear in seldom cases after more
frequent application and therefore studies are needed.
Interestingly reports could be found in literature showing a
scar reduction in tissues though the application of silk [48–50].
Nevertheless these reports did not refer to burn wounds.

5. Conclusion

Due to the fast and unproblematic wound healing of superfi-
cial burns on hand and face, silk is an interesting alternative to
Biobrane

1

in this context. Because of the higher pain levels
after treatment of hands, it might be especially interesting for
the treatment of faces.

Additionally we recommend and have planned a follow up
examination with objective scar evaluation tools to investigate
the long-term scar development.

Fig. 3 – Patient with a hand burn treated with Biobrane
1

and Dressilk
1

(photos taken on the day of injury, during the healing and
after 1 month).
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